ABOUT CAMP FLIX

Camp Flix is the premier movie camp in Atlanta, GA.
Designed for kids with little or no formal training, this
week long summer camp is an introduction to the
techniques and language of the filmaking process.
From the "pitch" to final cut, campers are assigned
to crews and together they turn their concepts into
quality digital shorts. Campers learn how to market
and distribute their film projects. It all culminates in a
red carpet walk to a Hollywood-style gala and
premiere screening of their short film.

A SUMMER FILMMAKING EXPERIENCE IN ATLANTA, GA

CAMPFLIX.COM

Camp Flix enables it's participants to direct and edit
their own projects. For campers contemplating a
longer-term education in filmmaking or a career in
the industry, this one-week session is an excellent
introduction. It gives campers an understanding of
the requirements and rigors of filmmaking as well as
experience the exhilaration of making a short film
frorn start to finish. For others, Camp Flix is an
opportunity to have fun doing something completely
different and learning a new art form.

Contact Us: 1(800) 513 0930

CURRICULUM

The Camp Flix curriculum has been developed by professionally
active filmmakers and actors and refined by our instructors over
the last six years.
ACTING FOR CAMERA
Actors learn a mix of acting styles along with audition techniques
and strategies, and they appear in the films that our young
filmmakers make.

PRE-PRODUCTION
Pre-production planning will include developing film scripts,
storyboarding, scouting locations, creating sets and casting for
roles.
PRODUCTION
Young filmmakers fill specific positions, including Director,
Cinematographer, Light and Sound Supervisor, with guidance
from professionals with relevant knowledge.
POST-PRODUCTION
Filmmakers will study and evaluate each shot and select the best
takes based on camera work, composition, continuity, sound
quality and other criteria. Student editors work with professionals
on the special effects.

SCHEDULE

MONDAY
Campers are given an overview of various aspects of
filmmaking, including Screenwriting, Directing, Lighting &
Blocking, Sound, & Cinematography. All sessions are taught by
professionals in each of these filmmaking disciplines. Campers
are placed into film crews with other kids similar in age.
TUESDAY
Crews begin writing and pre-production. They get trained on the
equipment and they work with Atlanta's top acting coaches on
technique and improvisation.
WEDNESDAY
Crews rehearse and block scenes. Filming commences.
THURSDAY
The film shoot continues. Teams watch dailies, select takes and
begin editing their films. Campers will learn about some
post-production techniques including Digital Editing, Green
Screen, Visual Effects, etc.
FRIDAY
The editing process continues. Crews work on the poster for
their movie. Campers learn about movie marketing from experts
in Marketing, PR, and Social Media. Masterclass session with
professional filmmaker or actor.
Campers walk the red carpet, pose for photos and then present
their films to an audience of friends, family and fellow campers.
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SESSIONS

OGLETHORPE UNIVERSITY

July 9-13*

EMORY UNIVERSITY

June 11-15*
July 16- 20*

*Overnight campers arrive Sunday
REGISTRATION

Overnight Camp $1,345
Day Camp $645*

*not including lunch
DAY CAMP HOURS

Monday - Friday 9:00am - 4:30pm
Friday Gala Premiere 6:00pm

EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
Camp Flix campers will shoot on digital video cameras and
learn to edit using Adobe Premiere digital editing software.
Classrooms are equipped with state-of-the art technology.

CAMP FLIX DAY CAMP (AGES 11-17)
Monday drop-off is between 8:00am and 9:00am.
Tuesday-Friday drop-off is between 8:30am and 9:00am.
Camp activities begin at 9:00am.
Lunch is at 12pm each day.
Pick-up is at 4:30pm except for Friday due to our Red Carpet
Premiere beginning at 5:30pm. Event should last approximately
two hours.

CAMP FLIX OVERNIGHT CAMP (AGES 11-17)
Sunday drop-off is between 4:00pm and 5:00pm.
Pick-up is immediately following the Red Carpet Premiere on
Friday evening. Festivities begin at 5:30pm, the screenings
begin at 6:00pm and will last approximately two hours.
Camp Flix overnight camp is a 6 day/5 night experience.
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